Go with the Flow by Gary Bate
People go to see gurus because they're out of sync with their Spirit & Soul. They're lost because
they operate only on an analytical and intellectual basis. Even if the guru tells them to go within;
they don't do it!
The flock are vulnerable and gullible and the guru takes advantage of this by seducing them into
devotional service, which only serves the guru and fills the guru's pockets. This is both a trap for the
flock and for the guru. The gurus prosper in this World but not beyond it, because they are not
prepared for what's beyond.
Nevertheless, the gurus are popular because people like to listen to and pay for what makes them
comfortable and 'feel good'. The truth is more often than not intimidatory and that's why people
don't go there.
Devotional service is a victim giving their power away to a tyrant. It is the lost person who thinks
someone else is superior to them. Devotional service is servitude and a god should never do that.
O yes the gurus have a place in Heaven (in the Light) and they always come back here through the
same families to continue to bleed their flocks.
The self-proclaimed 'wise-mystics' are similar; they're just more brazen with their fee structure...
I'm not a guru or a wise-mystic, obviously; I'm just the writer of a handful of self-help books...
Going with the flow is going with your Spirit & Soul, which means going deep within yourself.
Going with your analytical monkey mind is going with your addicted personality, which will pull
you around in circles like a headless chicken.
You don't need to see anyone because the answers you seek are within you and thus all you need to
do is open up a communication line with your Spirit & Soul. Do you think they're not with you?
There's nothing that you say or do that your Spirit & Soul doesn't bear witness to. They see and
know everything about you. Their agenda is for you to change – to evolve yourself. If you change,
they are happy and they keep observing whilst nudging you for further change. If you don't change,
they eventually get bored and leave...
For me to have a beef with gurus or new age teachers or politicians or religious men (and women)
or bankers or the corporate technocracy; would mean I'd have a beef with the whole World and
that's simply not the case. Let the World be the World and let them all continue to give each other
medals and certificates to boot. My interest is not this World; my interest is your and my evolution.
Follow yourself
Serve yourself
Be true to yourself
There's nobody greater than you
You're nobody's servant or subject or lackey
If someone teaches you a valuable lesson, thank them and more on...
You are accountable only to God and God is both within you and all around you.
If my words have helped you then my efforts have been worthwhile ~ Gary Bate.
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